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Living the Light - Robby Müller
Claire Pijman

Lord of Light

Claire Pijman

In her beautiful and revealing
film essay Living the Light Robby Müller, Dutch director
Claire Pijman profiles the late
(and truly great) Dutch visionary
Robby Müller, DoP to Wim
Wenders, Jim Jarmusch and
Lars von Trier.
While researching her film Living
the Light, selected for Venice
Classics and supported by the
Netherlands Film Fund, Claire
Pijman was granted access to an
Aladdin’s Cave of Polaroids,
photographs and Hi8 footage
accumulated over many years by
Dutch DoP Robby Müller, who died
in July 2018 after a long illness.
This treasure trove of ephemera was
very personal, and therefore both
moving and informative as it
mirrored/complemented the
various mises en scène that Müller
designed for such seminal films as
Wim Wender’s Paris Texas, Jim
Jarmusch’s Down By Law and Lars
von Trier’s Breaking the Waves.
“I used his images of how he looked
at the world,” comments Pijman, on
devising a structure for her film.
“And it was very clear that I wanted

to make a film based on these
archives. The structure dictated
itself as I would run an image from
the archives next to an image from
the film, and then another image
from the film back to the archive. It
was quite a puzzle but it was always
the structure that I had in mind.”
As one can imagine, plaudits and
anecdotes telling of Müller’s genius
abound within Living the Light, from
the likes of Wenders and Von Trier
who stress the Dutchman’s masterly
manipulation of light, his
revolutionary framing and his
ability to capture nuance through
colour, thereby creating a unique
and specific atmosphere. Through
his work, they assert, he redefined
the language of cinematic discourse.
Jim Jarmusch is also vocal on the
subject of Müller, and further
agreed to create a jangly guitar
soundtrack for the film, composed
with Carter Logan and reminiscent
of Ry Cooder’s music for Paris
Texas. “It’s like an extra voice in the
film for Robby,” notes Pijman.
But the film comes into its own
when it is just Robby on screen,
shooting himself in hotel mirrors,
playing with his children, or shy in
front of camera when the lens is
turned on him on an Amsterdam
river boat. In one exquisite
sequence he shoots a postcard
home to his mother, using Vi8.
Sent from a New York hotel room,
the image is perfectly framed and a
red scarf draped over a lamp creates
(of course) the required level of

Venice Film Festival

suffused lighting. “It’s like another
part of him, the camera. It’s
connected to him,” says Pijman of
the personal collection. “I was really
surprised by all the images of the
hotel rooms… He liked the
bohemian life, but you can also see
how that brings a downside, a
loneliness – that whole feeling of a
cameraman being on the road.”
Pijman got to know Müller in the
mid-1990s when he asked her to be
an assistant on a film he was
shooting. She refused as she wanted
to concentrate on her own career as
a cinematographer and director. But
Müller retained a keen interest in
her work and later engaged her as a
cinematographer for the Amsterdam
shoot of Buena Vista Social Club
(Wim Wenders). The pair remained
firm friends, and Müller’s sub
sequent influence was considerable.
“When you come out of film school
you end up in a very competitive
world, but Robby was always so
down-to-earth, and for him it was
always important to make images in
a very intuitive way – he really
showed me that it makes no sense
to be so competitive,” Pijman
stresses, underlining that Müller
determined for himself which
filmmakers to work with, and which
projects to choose.

It was always important
for Robby to make
images in a very
intuitive way

“He was very keen on saying that
cinema should be a co-authorship
between the director and the
cinematographer. Otherwise it will
not add up to anything and it will
not bring you any further.”
Living the Light - Robby Müller Director: Robby Müller
Director & script: Claire Pijman
Production: Moondocs Sales: Wide House
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Départ ou non
Sven Bresser

Sven Bresser’s short film L’été
et tout le reste (which premieres
in Venice’s Orizzonti Short Films
Competition before going on to
Toronto) shows Corsica in a
light that tourists never see.
The film, supported by the Film
Fund, is set on the island out of
season. The visitors have all left. So
have many of the young locals, in
search of jobs and opportunity.
Marc-Antoine is still there, however,
caught between a desire to leave and
love of his ‘motherland’.
Bresser had the idea for the film
when he was still a student. “I had
been going to Corsica for my whole
life because my grandpa built a
house there 50 years ago,” the young
filmmaker reflects. “My family had
been going there for a long time.
My aunt married a Corsican man…
Corsica really felt like a second home.”
When he got older, Bresser couldn’t
help but notice the “really fast shift”
in life on the island once the
summer ended and all the tourists
had left. He realised the ‘rhythm’ of
the island completely changed in
this period and the beach where
families spent so much time

suddenly emptied. He had relatives
and friends who stayed there the
whole year and wondered just how
they spent their time.
“If you talk to Corsican people
about the choice whether to leave or
stay, it’s like a classical Corsican
dilemma, especially for young
people,” the director suggests. “The
pressure to make a good choice is
something that’s universal for my
generation. I experienced the same
sort of struggle when I finished high
school and while I was making my
first films.” In the film, two friends
have different plans, Mickael is
already plotting his departure but
Marc-Antoine doesn’t know if he is
ready yet to take that leap.
The two leads, local residents MarcAntoine Innocenti and Mickael
Danguis Fasolo, are both new
comers, playing versions of
themselves within a fictional story.
“It was a big adventure,” Bresser
says of the shooting process.
French, as spoken in Corsica, wasn’t
his native language – he could speak
it a bit but was out of his comfort
zone. He further points out that
there is a grain of truth to the
stereotype of Corsicans as harsh
and suspicious of outsiders. He was
warned that it would be impossible
to make a film there with a Dutch
crew. “But we had really good help.
When we explained our film, people
were really happy to hear we were
telling a story about young people
outside the tourist season.” It
helped, too, that his cousin was a

Venice Orizzonti Short Films Competition

L’été et tout le reste

Sven Bresser

Venice Film Festival

well-known figure on the island
whose name opened many doors.
Bresser is a graduate of the HKU
University of the Arts in Utrecht. His
mother is a photographer and his
father is an advertising copywriter
– a useful background for a
would-be filmmaker. His previous
short Cavello, which looks at
tensions between two previously
inseparable 12-year-old friends,
screened widely on the festival
circuit. He also recently shot Free
Fight, a mid-length movie about two
very macho brothers who are MMA
fighters struggling to deal with
vulnerability and grief after their
mother dies.

“Whether to leave or
stay, it’s a classical
Corsican dilemma,
especially for young
people”

In making L’été, Bresser sought
support from one of Amsterdam’s
best-known independent production
companies, IJswater Films. He had
been contemplating making a
different project but sent the rough
idea for L’été et tout le reste to them.
They were immediately enthusiastic.
Yes, the director continues to visit
Corsica. He was there earlier this
summer and showed the film
privately to his actors. His relatives
should have the chance to see it at
the Netherlands Film Festival in
Utrecht. ‘I am excited and nervous
about the big festivals but it is
almost more important to show it to
my Corsican family and friends,” he
declares. “It’s an outsider telling
their story. For me, it is very exciting
to show it to them.”

L’été et tout le reste

Director & script: Sven Bresser
Production: IJswater Films
Festival distribution: Some Shorts
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The Trial

Sergei Loznitsa

Secrets and lies

Sergei Loznitsa

When a colleague from Moscow
told film director Sergei Loznitsa
a few years ago that there
existed abundant footage of the
Stalin trials from the 1930s, and
that it was available to the
general public, he could hardly
believe it.
“I have a lot of experience of
working with the Russian archival
footage (I made Blockade, Revue and
The Event), and I know how difficult
it is to approach the archives and to
access the material,” Loznitsa
remarks. “For example, when we
were working on Blockade, we wrote
numerous letters including the KGB
archive, requesting permission to
view the footage related to the siege
of Leningrad. We never received any
replies.”
Loznitsa was therefore delighted to
discover that the Russian State Film
& Photo Archive at Krasnogorsk had
hours of unedited materials,
documenting a number of trials
which were organised by Stalin from
the late 20s to the late 30s.

“Loznitsa sees parallels
between the Soviet
Union in the period
of The Trial and the
Russia of today”

“One of the most difficult tasks for
me was to choose one particular
topic from this vast ocean of

precious material. In the beginning,
the idea was to use footage from
different trials, and also to
incorporate the footage from the
official state funerals of the Soviet
leadership, Stalin’s closes
associates – Vladimir Lenin, Sergei
Kirov, Felix Dzerzhinsky, some of
whom were assassinated on Stalin’s
orders,” the director says. “I wanted
to create a monumental picture of
the first years of the Stalinist
regime... In the end, I decided to
focus on one trial only.”

The Trial, supported by the Film
Fund, aims to give spectators the
sense that they are actually in Soviet
Russia, experiencing the Stalin
terror just as it is unleashed for the
first time in earnest.
Ask Loznitsa why he wanted to
make a film with this material and
he turns the question on his head.
Why on earth, he asks, hasn’t
anybody done it before? It’s almost
incomprehensible that throughout
the 90s, when Russia experienced a
relatively “liberal” moment, and
there was almost no censorship,
and there were hundreds of books
written of the history of Stalinism
and Stalin’s purges, there were
hardly any films made about this
period,” he says.
In the way the Stalin trials distort
natural justice, they make anything
written by Franz Kafka seem halfhearted. “We are witnessing a
bizarre situation in which everybody
– the judges, the prosecutors, the
witnesses and the accused – are

The Trial Director & script: Sergei Loznitsa
Production: Atoms & Void (NL)
Co-prod: Wild at Art (NL) Sales: Atoms & Void
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telling lies. It’s a paradoxical
situation – we are faced with
documentary footage, in which
nothing which is being said is true.
We see how the regime manipulated
its subjects and how fear penetrated
into the brains and souls of every
Soviet citizen.”
I ask him if he has contacted any of
the families of the victims of the
trials. It’s a redundant question – or
maybe one too easy to answer.
The relatives of the victims are
everywhere. “According to estimates
(precise statistics do not exist),
approximately 60 million Soviet
citizens were victims of Stalin’s
regime – some were executed, some
died in labour camps, some spent
dozens of years in prisons and labour
camps. From this point of view, every
Russian family has an ancestor or
ancestors, who perished under
Stalin.” Russian audiences will have
the chance to see The Trial when it
premieres at the Artdocfest Festival
in Moscow in December 2018.
It goes without saying that Loznitsa
sees parallels between the Soviet
Union in the period of The Trial and
the Russia of today, where political
trials are still held. “As you can see
in the case of Oleg Sentsov, no
efforts from the international
community, no appeals for mercy,
seem to be successful,” Loznitsa
notes of his fellow film director who
is still in captivity. “The world is
watching in despair at how the
regime is trying to kill yet another
innocent victim.”
Geoffrey Macnab

On the prowl in Locarno
Dutch minority co-productions
picked up the top Leopard prizes
at Locarno 2018, as well a
Leopard of the Future gong.

proud. It is a complex film, dealing
with physical and mental oppression
with social connotations – and
ultimately it led to this great prize.”

characters can act, feel and
experiment, but they cannot testify
as to the relationships that
determine them.”

A Land Imagined, written and
directed by Singaporean Yeo Siew
Hua and co-produced by Volya
Films, won the prestigious Golden
Leopard at the 71st Locarno Film
Festival, while Dominga Sotomayor
picked up the Silver Leopard for
best Director for Too Late to Die
Young, co-produced by Stienette
Bosklopper’s Circe Films.
Meanwhile, Amsterdam-based
Brazilian artist Bernardo Zanotta
was crowned a future Leopard for
his short film Heart of Hunger,
which he produced and directed.

Dominga Sotomayor’s Too Late to
Die Young, described by the
Hollywood Reporter as a
“gorgeously textured childhood
memoir”, received NFF + HBF
support after being picked up by
Circe Films for co-production. In
the film, democracy comes back to
Chile during the summer of 1990. In
an isolated community, Sofía and
Lucas, both sixteen, and Clara (10),
face their first loves and fears while
preparing for New Year’s Eve. They
may live far from the dangers of the
city, but not from those of nature…

Selected for Locarno’s Concorso
Cineasti del Presente section was
Tegnap (Yesterday) by Hungarian
Balint Kenyeres, starring Dutch
actress Johanna ter Steege and
co-produced by Rotterdam Films. In
the 110-minute drama 50-year-old
Victor Ganz, who owns a thriving
civil engineering company is
confronted by memories of his
youth and plunged into a
labyrinthine world where present
and past intertwine.

In A Land Imagined, which also won
the Boccalino d’Oro Award for Best
Actress (Luna Kwok), the first prize
of the Junior Jury and a special
mention from the Ecumenical Jury,
a migrant worker from China goes
missing at a Singapore land
reclamation site after suffering
from insomnia. The trail leads the
police to discover more than just
history buried under all that sand.

“We have known Dominga for quite
some time because we also
co-produced her first film Thursday
Till Sunday (IFFR Tiger competition
2012), and we have been in contact
ever since,” comments Bosklopper.
“She had had a great experience
with Warnier Posta, the Dutch postproduction sound studio, and she
definitely wanted to work again with
Warnier’s sound designer Jan
Schermer on Too Late, which we
were able to arrange.”

“We set up the film in a very short
time, got finance from Holland and
France, and it was a great co-
production with great communi
cation and a great creative team,”
comments Volya Film’s Denis
Vaslin. “The split of work between
Singapore, The Netherlands and
France went very smoothly, the
screening at Locarno was very well
received and we were extremely

Bernardo Zanotta’s short film Heart
of Hunger is a lyrical essay that
explores the axis between
cannibalism and gay male desire .
“A hungry heart, a celebration of the
body, both exposed and concealed
at the same time… ashamed or
further alienated from our voyeur
gaze,” expresses Zanotta. “The

Film Festival Locarno

Dutch successes

“It was very good to work on this film
as it was quite ambitious,” says
Rotterdam Films’ Dirk Rijneke.
“What was special is that it was a first
feature, shot completely in Morocco,
and with quite a lot of co-producers,
which was a nice adventure. We were
one of the first on board.”
The film will be released in the
Benelux by De Filmfreak after its
Dutch premiere at NFF where its
(co)production will be case-studied
during the festival’s professional
programme. The film was also
mixed at Warnier Posta after
Rijneke sent a sound crew to work
on the Moroccan set. “The director
was delighted with both the sound
design and mixing at Warnier.
They did a very good job.”

“She had a great
experience with Dutch
sound studio Warnier
Posta”

Also selected for Locarno was the
Turkish/Dutch co-pro Gulyabani,
written and directed by Gürcan Keltek.
Too Late to Die Young (Tarde para morir jóven) Director/Script: Dominga Sotomayor
Production: Cinestación (CL) Co-production: Circe Films (NL), RT Features (BR), Ruda Cine (AR)
Sales: Stray Dogs
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Robust measures needed
As Doreen Boonekamp, CEO of
the Netherlands Film Fund,
points out, these are challenging
times for the Dutch industry and
it is essential to restructure in
order to build on the successes
so far gained.
On the one hand, Dutch business is
booming and the Fund’s support
schemes (notably the Production
Incentive*) are driving (inter)
national investment as well as
stimulating local film and TVproduction. On the other, this is a
turbulent period for cinema specifically and the audiovisual industry in
general. Old business models are
crumbling as the huge streaming
platforms become ever stronger,
pushing locally made fare to the
sidelines. At the same time, of
course, digitisation opens doors to
explore new forms of storytelling.
Yet there is continuing pressure on
public funding for the arts.
“It has been a period of constant
change and this will continue. We
have to help independent film
makers to develop a diverse slate of
daring and outstanding s tories that
can both compete domestically and
reach international audiences,” says
Boonekamp. This should be
designed to also bolster the traditionally strong areas of children’s
film, documentary and the rapidly
emerging animation scene, she
adds.
In order to evaluate the Production
Incentive after four years of activity
the Fund recently commissioned a

report from UK consultancy Olsberg-SPI. This should be ready in
time for the Netherlands Film Festival in Utrecht. Boonekamp is adamant that a process of restructuring
is necessary to ensure that significant growth within the sector is
safeguarded.
Creating a sustainable framework
for a robust audiovisual sector is a
challenge other European countries
face too, and solutions are likely to
include quotas and levies.
In the meantime, Boonekamp can
point to an encouraging 2018 in
which Dutch films and co-productions have continued to make their
mark internationally with a strong
line up of both Dutch majority and
minority co-productions at the
major festivals.
Dutch talent is flourishing. The
documentary essay Living the
Light – Robby Müller by Claire
Pijman (produced by Moondocs)
screens in Venice Classics. Esther
Rots, the award-winning director
of Can Go Through Skin, presents
her long-awaited second feature
Retrospekt in Toronto. Meanwhile, old master Paul Verhoeven
is at work on his new feature
Benedetta, shooting in Italy, with
Amsterdam-based Topkapi Films
as co-producer. Alex van Warmerdam, the leading Dutch arthouse
director of his generation, is
financing his next film (working
title No. 10), while renowned
Dutch photographer Erwin Olaf
is preparing his debut feature A

* Production Incentive July 2014 - August 2018: 294 (277 film,
17 TV) projects have been backed and a total of €71.3M in cash
rebates was granted. This is due to generate a total production

Shining Flaw, to name just a few.
Meanwhile youth-oriented Dutch
movies continue to thrive. One of
the most popular Dutch kids’
films of recent years, Barbara
Bredero’s My Giraffe, is about to
be released in China.
Another high profile children’s film,
My Extraordinary Summer with
Tess, is currently shooting. Directed
by Steven Wouterlood and produced
through Bind (NL) in co-production
with Ostlicht (DE) this is the first
project hatched through the new
co-development fund set up by
Netherlands Film Fund with
German Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung (MDM). Following the
success of the Cinema Junior support scheme for features, the Fund
also recently launched DOK Junior,
a new scheme supporting feature
length documentaries aimed at children aged 9-12, on which it partners
with Dutch broadcaster HUMAN as
well as Cinekid and IDFA.
The Fund’s emphasis on co-pro
duction is paying dividends. At the
Locarno Festival both the Golden
Leopard winner, A Land Imagined,
and the Best Director winner Too
Late To Die Young, had Dutch
involvement (through Volya Film
and Circe Films respectively).
As she strives to strengthen ties
between the Dutch industry and its
international partners, Boonekamp
realises that it makes sense to
concentrate on the co-production
treaties already signed rather than

spend in the Netherlands of €352.9M (€312M for film, 40.9M for TV)
Of the 294 projects, 193 (69.7%) are international co-productions.
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rush into more agreements. “We
closed major treaties with China
and South Africa, among others,
and we are really keen on making
them work well,” Boonekamp
explains.
While looking outward, the Fund is
also continuing to lure international
film and TV productions to the
Netherlands. Among recent features
to have shot there are the Ridley
Scott production The Lyrebird,
about notorious Dutch art forger
Han van Meegeren, and the Warner
Bros. production The Goldfinch,
based on the bestselling novel by
Donna Tartt. Meanwhile Dutch
production outfit Submarine,
together with lead producer The
Tornante Company (US), is working
on the animation series Undone for
Amazon, which is directed by Dutch
animator Hisko Hulsing.
As all this activity attests, this is a
very fertile moment in Dutch
cinema. Boonekamp is determined
to increase the (co)production of
Dutch content, as well as ensure
that these stories are brilliantly
promoted and reach their
audiences. If this means levies, the
Fund won’t shy away from
encouraging the government to
impose them. “The various schemes
we offer are driving the industry but
it really isn’t enough,” she states. “If
we want to be ready for the future,
we have to think differently. All
players need to contribute to a
sustainable and innovative
industry.”
Production Incentive-supported series Undone Director: Hisko Hulsing
Production: The Tornante Company (US) Co-Production: Submarine (NL)
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TIFF Contemporary World Cinema

Retrospekt

Esther Rots

A woman in time
Esther Rots

The effect is unsettling
and festering, as well as
visually stimulating
and cinematically
inventive

Esther Rots’ powerful psycho
drama Retrospekt, in which an
act of kindness has tragic
consequences for a woman
working in a domestic violence
support centre, is selected for
TIFF Contemporary World Cinema.
In her second film, supported by the
Film Fund, Esther Rots looks to
crank up the tension by exploiting
her highly immersive sense of visual
aesthetic and positioning it within
an abrasive sound design and wildly
operatic score. When delivered within
a fractured temporal structure, the
effect is unsettling and festering, as
well as cerebrally stimulating – and
cinematically inventive.
After the birth of her second child,
Mette finds the process of existence
difficult and confusing. She can no
longer engage with her husband
and daughter. When she visits the
support centre where she works, all
she hears is that her temporary
replacement is doing a great job, so
her immediate return to work isn’t
necessary.
But Mette’s story isn’t told
sequentially, and we soon realise
that she has suffered an act of

violence that she and her family are
trying coming to terms with. It all
stems from what seems like an
irrational decision to invite
charming but unstable abuse victim
Miller to stay at her house when
husband Simon goes away on
business. But Miller is far from
diligent in keeping her whereabouts
secret, and soon her former lover
Frank finds out where she is living…
Director Rots argues that Mette’s
erratic behaviour stems from a
contemporary (and collective) sense
of unrest. She is not wanting for
material comforts and has a loving
family. Ostensibly there is nothing to
complain about. “But she is still not
fulfilled, not happy with who she is
or with the role she is supposed to
play, and she doesn’t know why,” the
director comments. “We are living in
a time that is incredibly restless
where we are told that everything is
possible… This is a fairy tale where
the reality of disappointment is
immediately around the corner.”
Rots stresses how she starts each
new screenplay with an establishing
scene and then allows everything to
progress intuitively from there, with
little by way of a pre-determined
sequence of events in mind. In
Retrospekt, that scene happens to
be the opening scene (shot in one
take) when Mette observes an
episode of domestic abuse between
a man and a woman in a shop fitting
room. The scene is highly effective
in that while it is dissociated from
the subsequent drama – it could
even play as a stand-alone short – it

Retrospekt Director & script: Esther Rots
Production: Rots Filmwerk (NL), Column Film (NL)
Co-producers: Serendipity (BE)
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serves to trigger Mette’s subsequent
sense of disquiet.
The characters of Mette and Miller
are Flemish, played by Flemish
actresses Circé Lethem and Lien
Wildemeersch, and there is added
piquancy in their evolving
relationship as they furtively speak
their native tongue in the presence
of Mette’s increasingly sidelined
Dutch husband Simon. Rots notes
that as soon as Lethem walked into
her audition, she knew instinctively
that she had found her lead, an
experience similar to the casting of
Rifka Lodeizen in her debut feature
Can Go Through Skin.
What’s more, Rots was determined
to retain as much of a spontaneous,
improvisational feel as possible
during the shoot and therefore was
happy to let her cast deviate from
the script, as long as they returned
to the key words and phrases that
anchored each segment. “We called
it ammunition… a [proscribed] list
of words that they could just grab
instead of having to pronounce full
written sentences. This helped
them get to the point of the scene.”
The director remembered how she
first drafted her director notes for
the film five years ago. Did her
vision change fundamentally over
this period? “No, the essence of the
film is almost literally the same,
namely the search for a reason to
exist and the specific interaction
between the characters, and how
these can manifest themselves
within a very cinematic situation.” NC

Lightness of being
Rosanne Pel

What took a young Dutch
director to a remote, rural part of
Poland to make a film, asks
Geoffrey Macnab of Dutch
director Rosanne Pel, whose
feature debut Light As Feathers
is selected for TIFF Discovery.
“Of course, I get this question a lot
of the time,” she responds. The film,
she points out, is set in the small,
remote village of Osiecza Pierwsza.
“I travelled to Poland to find the
setting for the story, which is set in
the geese plucking industry. I was
hosted by different Polish families,
and the family of Erik Walny (her
eventual co-lead) was one of them.
I had a good immediate connection
with him, and also with the other
family members in whom I found
the perfect actors for the story.”
The film is about a teenage boy who
has a younger girlfriend, 13-year-old
Claudia, whom he dotes on. He just
doesn’t know, though, how to draw
a line between affection and abuse.
Pel had the idea for the film over five
years ago, before she had graduated
from the Netherlands Film
Academy. She didn’t want to portray
the boy as evil, she underlines, nor

without a tendency towards
empathy. Instead, she was trying to
understand what made him behave
in such a way.
Pel further underlines that all the
actors are playing versions of
themselves, and that the darker
elements in the story have nothing
to do with their real lives. What is
striking is that the film is shot over a
3-year period and we see the young
performers mature through their
adolescence on screen.
In the film, Erik’s father is out of the
picture, and his strong-willed
mother has numerous “passive
acting boyfriends”. The boy is very
much under her influence. One of
the main points of the film is that
abuse takes place not between
strangers but between people who
might have otherwise caring and
intimate relations with each other.
Nor does it always happen in plain
sight. “It’s subtle and sneaky,” Pel
suggests. “This was the trigger for
me to think we should tell different
stories about it…I think we are
dealing with very human behaviour.
It [violence against women] is
triggered by many circumstances.”
In spite of the bleakness of its
themes, this was a “playful” film to
make. “But it gave permission to
talk about serious topics.
Youngsters also have thoughts on
abuse and manipulation. Erik had
his own frustrations growing up.
One of the first things he showed
me was a hole he had smashed in
the wall when one of his dogs died.
For him the film was a way to deal
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Light As Feathers

Rosanne Pel

with emotions.” That said, Erik may
have been a non-professional but he
turned out to be a screen natural.
“I think he is a true actor,” the
director agrees. “I had the feeling he
could imagine himself in situations
that weren’t close to him. He is
highly intelligent and very sensitive.
He could pick up things we were
talking about so quickly.”
The film was produced by A Family
Affair and supported by the Nether
lands Film Fund. Leading French
sales outfit Wide Management is
handling the international rights.
Now, Pel is at work on her second
feature, Padded Lady.
Yes, Pel has already shown Light As
Feathers to the cast members in
Poland (who will also be coming to
Utrecht to see it at the Netherlands

“I think he is a true
actor, highly intelligent
and very sensitive”
Film Festival). “I was really nervous
about what they would think when
they finally saw it,” the director
admits. After all, this was a Catholic
country and she was exploring
uncomfortable themes which some
might have preferred swept under
the carpet. “But the reactions were
good…it was actually a huge relief
for me,” Pel says. “They said that if
the story had been real-life it would
have been the same film. A bigger
compliment I couldn’t get from
them.”
Light as Feathers Director & script:
Rosanne Pel Production: Family Affair
Films (NL) Sales: Wide
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Talent profile

Regained Memory

Stijn Bouma

A novel approach
mean he didn’t pay enough attention
to her when she was still alive?

Stijn Bouma

Geoffrey Macnab talks to
talented Dutch filmmaker Stijn
Bouma, whose films thus far
have been informed by two
cornerstones of the classical
literary canon.
Stijn Bouma’s short Lejla, which
screened in Cannes last year, was
inspired by the great Irish author
James Joyce’s story “Eveline”. His
new film Regained Memory, which
premiered earlier this summer in
Karlovy Vary*, is partly based (as its
title might suggest) on Marcel
Proust’s “À la recherche du temps
perdu”. Both films were supported
by the Netherlands Film Fund.
“A lot of my films, they start from
literature,” Bouma reflects. “It is
usually some kind of psychological
idea that I react to and then try to
translate to film somehow, and give
it shape.”
In Regained Memory Amir, a
widower, struggles to remember
the face of his late wife. As he tries
to picture her, wandering through
Sarajevo, he delves back into
memories of his childhood. He feels
guilty that he can’t remember her
more clearly and vividly. Does that
Regained Memory Director & script: Stijn Bouma
Production: Alchemic Film (NL)
Co-producer: Sarajevo Film Academy (BH)

Bouma points out that across his
general reading he had always
encountered frequent references to
Proust and was determined to read
the books for himself. He found
himself fascinated by the way the
French author explored identity,
memory and loss.
The project was made at the
Sarajevo Film Academy where he
studied under renowned Hungarian
auteur, Bela Tarr. The city of
Sarajevo itself was an influence on
Bouma. There, he met people who
had direct memories of the Balkan
War and who had experienced the
siege. What they had seen “stuck
with them forever.” The young
Dutch director had also recently
been through a bereavement of his
own. “That was another trigger.
How do I remember this person?”
Why, he wondered, do some
memories resonate far more
strongly than others?
At 51 minutes the film is midlength. “I first thought it was going
to be a lot shorter,” Bouma recalls.
He decided, though, that the length
suited the material. “It’s a question
of rhythm.”
Bouma made Regained Memory
through Alchemic Film, the Dutch
production company founded by his
friends Paul Oscar Kanter and
Ibrahim (Ibo) Karatay and which
also supported Lejla. Extra finance
was raised through crowd funding.

* Also selected for Karlovy Vary were Nanouk Leopold’s Cobain
(Another View) and two award-winning Dutch minority co-productions:
Donbass by Sergei Loznitsa and Oblivion Verses by Alireza Khatami
(also Another View). The minority co-pro Zama (Lucrecia Martel)
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The director tells how it was very
gratifying to see an audience full of
young people at the Karlovy Vary
premiere, which was organised
through European Film Promotion.
“I was really surprised,” Bouma
notes. “Half the audience were
teenagers!” The film is due to show
at the Netherlands Film Festival in
September. It will also be shown at
various Dutch cinemas alongside
Lejla as part of a double bill on tour.
The prolific young Dutch director,
who is now based in Amsterdam,
has already completed another film.
Visite (supported by the Nether
lands Film Fund) is a short about a
widow visited by her son. He asks
her if she still feels comfortable
living in the old family house which
feels strangely empty following the
death of her husband. In some ways,
Visite can be seen a companion
piece to Regained Memory. “But it’s
a lot more Dutch,” its director says.
It was shot in a small village in the
north of the Netherlands. It touches
on certain traits of the Dutch
personality, for example “pride and
the facade that we show to other
people to hide what really goes on.”
Now, Bouma is beginning to set his
sights on making his debut feature.
He has already received support to
start developing it. “I am still at the
research stage,” he says. Having
taken inspiration from Joyce and
Proust, which authors is he looking
to next? “Well, I think I will dive a
little bit into Dostoevsky and maybe
also try to deal with more
contemporary authors...”

screened in Horizon while two experimental shorts were selected
for the the Imagina programme: Liquid Landscapes by Nan Wang
and Michiel van Bakel’s Forest Paths.
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Professional priority
International attendees of NFF 2018
will notice one striking difference
between this and previous editions,
that the festival is no longer home
to a co-production market. “But at
the same time we know that know
ledge exchange and encouraging
international co-operation remains
essential to the Netherlands Film
Festival, so we can add value in
other ways,” stresses new director
Van der Heiden.
She further underlines that, for
professionals, Utrecht has for many
years served as one of Europe’s key
gateways for independent, arthouse, content-driven exchange and
innovation. And as a catalyst for
renewal the festival has always
looked to promote cross-pollination
between disciplines, actively
seeking to develop links between
the storytellers, auteurs and
visionaries working in the European
audiovisual sector.
So how then will the Professionals
Programme reflect these lofty aims
in 2018? Through a programme
designed around the inspirational
(and complementary) platforms of
Discuss, Inspire, Stimulate and
Meet, Van der Heiden confirms.
‘Discuss’ equates to the NFF
Conference to be held Sept 28, the
key theme of which will be the advice

of the Culture Council of March 2018
and the Minister’s recommen
dations. The main topic of
discussion will be how to optimize
the visibility and accessibility of
Dutch productions by embracing
future challenges within a.o.
digitisation, audience reach and
multiplatform distribution.
‘Inspire’ means the presentation of
inspirational masterclasses from
leading lights within their
respective fields, such as producer
Jan Harlan, as well as the return of
the Be Dramatic! seminar devoted to
the current state of European drama.
The ‘Stimulate’ strand consists of
various tailor-made project
development programmes designed
to stimulate knowledge exchange
and cooperation between the Dutch
and the international film industry.
These include the ongoing BoostNL
programme, run in partnership
with IFFR, that offers guidance to
projects in development (Dutch), or
international projects that have
already impressed at CineMart and
HBF. Leading sales companies Wild
Bunch and Trust Nordisk a.o. will
advise on cutting edge sales
strategies. Once again in 2018, two
highly talented emerging Dutch
producers and two dynamic young
directors will be unveiled to the
international industry during the
Talents en Route programme.
In the Stories & Beyond programme,
focusing this year on the industries
of France and Wallonia, selected
screenwriters get personal one-to-
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one coaching and advice from those
industries’ representatives, with
emphasis placed on the script and
its international prospects and
marketability. What’s more, the Sold!
Initiative gives international sales
agents, distributors and festival
programmers the opportunity to
indulge in substantive match
making sessions with professionals
from the Dutch industry, together
with their projects.
‘Meet’ represents the true spirit of
‘roll up the sleeves’ independent
filmmaking as it offers one-to-one
professional networking
opportunities during events such as
the Talent Speed-dates and Feedback
sessions, matchmaking and organ
ised lunches, dinners and drinks.
Van der Heiden underlines that
Utrecht is a well-established and
much-loved public festival with
annual audiences of 150,000+ ,
many of whom are sophisticated
and cultured cineastes, many of
whom equally love the glitzy
razzmatazz that an event such as
NFF can offer. “Dutch cinema has a
broad perspective, we have a huge
mix of arthouse and commercial.
We programme both and we want to
reach both audiences.”

“Knowledge exchange
and encouraging
international
co-operation remains
essential to the NFF”

“But the starting point of the festival
must be the professionals,” is Van
der Heiden’s mantra. “Which is why
we have devised this inspiring fourday event to make it easier for the
industry, get them to meet, get them
to learn from each other and to be,
in turn, inspired by each other.”

© Isolde Woudstra

For incoming NFF director Silvia
van der Heiden, professionals
are in the spotlight more than
ever at Dutch cinema’s leading
event.

Netherlands Film Festival 27 Sept - 5 Oct 2018
NFF for Professionals 28 Sept - 1 Oct 2018
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Open Seas

Michiel van Erp

Waiting to be men
Michiel van Erp

© Friso Keuris

Netherlands Film Festival opening film

Michiel van Erp’s feature debut
Open Seas will open the 2018
Netherlands Film Festival.
He talks to Nick Cunningham.
Even though it details excess within
an Amsterdam student fraternity,
and stars some of Dutch cinema’s
brightest young talent, Open Seas is
far from being a throwaway frat
pack movie. Instead, director
Michiel van Erp delivers a thought
ful and moving tragi-drama
detailing how three boys cope with
the transition from feckless youth
into adulthood, hitherto defined for
each by familial discord and
persistent paternal disappointment,
while also managing to question
the myth of the Dutch classless
society.
The film, supported by the
Netherlands Film Fund, stars Jonas
Smulders (Shooting Star, 2018) as
Matt, Chris Peters (Paula van der
Oest’s Tonio, 2016) as Jakob and
newcomer Minne Kool (son of
Dutch auteur Boudewijn Kool) as
the less assured Philip, around
whom the drama revolves and for
whom the metaphorical open sea is
less one of possibilities, more one of
confusion and disappointment.

The excellent Sofie Porro plays
Karen – temptress, lover, confidante
and potential saviour to Philip as he
finds himself more and more adrift.
It is her influence which is crucial in
eventually helping him transform
from passive observer into active
participant within the life that
surrounds him. The phrase ‘I am
who I am’ bookends the drama, but
its delivery by the end of the film is
informed by experience.
“A lot of my work as a documentary
filmmaker is about getting to know
life…and taking new directions, new
steps in life,” comments feature
debutant Van Erp, whose nonfiction work is regularly selected at
international doc fests. That said,
he garnered much (inter)national
acclaim with Ramses, his 4-part
biopic of legendary Dutch singer
Ramses Shaffy, awards for which
included an Emmy for Maarten
Heijmanns, and a Prix Europa.
“I recognised a lot of my own youth
in the novel (written by Philip Huff
and adapted for film with Marnie
Blok)… the fact that they [the
students] don’t really know what life
is about and that you have to make a
lot of decisions when growing up,
and if you want to be a good friend
then you have to ask questions.
You have to act in life instead of just
watching and doing nothing. That is
what the film is about. For me, it is a
very personal film.”
The performances of all the leads
are imbued both with a sense of
vitality and spontaneity as they

Open Seas (Niemand in de stad) Director: Michiel van Erp
Script: Philip Huff, Marnie Blok Production: De Familie (NL)
Co-production: Het Familiedrama (NL), Phanta Film (NL),
Eyeworks Film & TV Drama (BE), AVROTROS (NL)
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navigate the film’s treacherous
waters. (The film also pulls no
punches with explicit sex scenes
and an extraordinary encounter
between a bowl of beer nuts and an
oversized foreskin.) How did
Van Erp prepare his cast in advance
for their testing roles? In the end,
hardly at all, it seems.
“It’s my first feature and a new
world for me. I really like it when an
actor offers real reactions, so we
didn’t rehearse a lot. Likewise when
I prepare a shooting day I never
make a storyboard… I want them to
feel as free as possible and that they
can surprise each other in the
moment and react on that.”
“For me, the most difficult part was
trying to adjust to all the rules on
the film set,” adds Van Erp, who

“It’s my first
feature and a new
world for me”
never attended film school, instead
learning the business of production
through observation, intuition,
a good eye and trial and error.
“‘No, we always do it like this or like
that’, they [the technicians on the
set of Open Seas] would say, but
I said I want to do it this way…
You can only make things with your
heart. It’s not always just a technical
thing. You have to follow your gut
feeling. There are no rules in the
end.”

Welcome to the jungle

20 - 26 Oct 2018

Cinekid

This year’s Cinekid is inviting its
professional delegates to
venture on a safari deep into the
tangled world of media.
In order to make sense of what is
going on out in the wild and to forge
a clear path for industry personnel,
45 leading experts from the world of
children’s media will be in Amster
dam during Cinekid, sharing their
experience and know-how with 500
international guests during the
festival’s Industry Forum.
New research on the circulation and
presentation of children’s films in
the Netherlands has been commis
sioned by the Film Fund for the
event (to be presented by Dutch
academic Perer Bosma), and artists,
producers and trend forecasters will
discuss both their latest projects
and how they see children’s media
evolving. “15 tables, 15 themes,
5 x 40-minute rounds,” is what
professionals are promised from an
event which looks to probe deeply
into multiple areas regarding
production and distribution.

© Jessica Dreu

A programme of Cinekid
projects will travel to
the New York Children’s
Film Festival early 2019
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It’s a measure of Cinekid’s increasing
influence that other festivals look
so closely at its yearly offer. A prog
ramme of Cinekid projects will
travel to the New York Children’s
Film Festival early 2019. First,
though, representatives from New
York will be at Cinekid (running
20-26 October) with the support of
Eye International’s Foreign Visitors
programme, to research just how
Cinekid combines its industry and
festival events. They’ll be joined

here by delegates from China,
Canada, Brazil and many other
countries.
As Cinekid MD Floor van Spaendonck
notes, the NY event is especially
interested in the crossover between
Dutch children’s film/ animation
and children’s books, and their
subsequent adaption for screen.
“They are also interested in ‘best of
the fest’ formats, and screening
animation and Dutch films for
kids,” Van Spaendonck says of the
New York Festival.
This isn’t Cinekid’s only international
venture. Together with the Dutch
embassies in Beijing, Istanbul and
Washington it is arranging a range of
film events, workshops and
screenings “to boost children’s film
culture.” These include workshops
and screenings. All this underlines
the Film Fund’s strong commitment
to supporting the development,
production and distribution of
children’s and youth film and how it
is delighted with increasing inter
national interest in Dutch children’s
films, especially in the field of
co-production.
Together with leading doc fest IDFA
and with the support of Dutch broad
caster NPO, Cinekid continues to
run the Kids & Docs workshop
which gives filmmakers the chance
to develop documentaries aimed at
kids. Six projects are nurtured
through the scheme every year – and
then launched at IDFA or Cinekid
and on Dutch broadcaster Zapp.
“These are documentaries about
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children, for children,” Van
Spaendonck states.
Kids & Docs is a successful
programme with spin-offs in
Belgium and within the new DOK
Junior scheme that supports
documentaries targeted specifically
at children in the 9-12 year old
bracket. Backed by the Film Fund,
this programme aims to develop
two feature docs.
Cinekid has also long had its own
Junior Co-production Market, at
which new film and TV projects
aimed at young audiences are
presented to financiers, broad
casters and producers. 20 projects
from across Europe have been
chosen for this event (running Oct
25-26). This year, the festival pro
gramme is bringing its film and TV
sections more closely together. This
reflects the changing nature of the
marketplace and the fact that so
much distinctive work is now done
for the small screen. There is a new
award in 2018 for Best Dutch Series.
One subject which Dutch exhibitors
have raised (to be discussed at the
Forum) is the threat to diversity
within the distribution of inter
national children’s films in the
Netherlands. This, van Spaendonck
notes, is a topic much discussed at
Cinekid. That said, with its yearround initiatives and screening
events, the fest is confident of
ensuring that a dynamic range of
movies from as many countries as
possible will still be available to
screen to young Dutch audiences.

Wonder women
It’s a long way to travel but
Dutch filmmakers who’ve taken
part in the Sydney Film
Festival’s Europe! Voices Of
Women In Film programme have
relished their time down under.
The initiative was launched three
years ago by European Film
Promotion to create more
awareness of female filmmakers
– and to boost their profile outside
Europe. “It has become a very well
received and well known event
within the Sydney festival,” EFP MD
Sonja Heinen enthuses of the
programme, which is managed by
colleague Andreas Struck.
Thirty-seven nations currently make
up the EFP network. Each is allowed
to nominate a single female
filmmaker to take part in the
Europe! Voices Of Women In Film
event. Ten are eventually chosen
– so competition is tough. The final
decision as to who goes and what is
shown is made by Sydney Festival
director Nashen Moodley, a man
who knows his audience. The films
he chooses tend to play very well
with the Sydney festival goers.
Producer Stienette Bosklopper of
Circe Films attended this year’s
event alongside her regular director
collaborator, Nanouk Leopold.
(Leopold’s film Cobain, was one of
the ten titles presented at the festival
alongside Dutch co-production
Holiday by fast-rising Scandinavian
talent Isabella Eklof.) Bosklopper
and Leopold were an experienced
team next to many of the first or

second time directors who travelled
with them to Sydney. “Nanouk and
I were like the grannies of the
event,” Bosklopper jokes.
When filmmakers attend festivals,
they generally introduce their own
features and exist in a bubble. In
Sydney, the EFP delegates were
drawn together by the festivals’
carefully tailored programme. They
bonded socially and went to each
other’s films. They took part in
panel discussions and industry
programmes together.

“This is a positive
moment for female
filmmakers”
Accompanying them to Sydney was
Struck, who managed the visit, EFP
President Martin Schweighofer and
EFP Board member Marten Rabarts of
EYE international who adds, “it was
an honour for us to be entourage to
such a formidable line up of talent.”
“We could feel this year that the group
was fantastic and it meant so much
for them to be together. This is a very
nice side effect of the programme,”
says Heinen. “They get strength from
each other and a lot of encourage
ment in what they are doing.”
“The idea of being there together in
a European delegation of female
filmmakers was very attractive to
me,” Bosklopper agrees. “We were
very well looked after and we had

Europe! Voices Of Women In Film
nice social events…the female
filmmaker topic is now on the
agenda all the time. The funny thing
is that you notice there is a change
– there is something very interesting
going on.”
As boss and founder of Circe Films,
Bosklopper has been producing
films with female directors for years
and has noticed a more progressive
attitude across the industry. “For
me, it is not such a hot topic as we
have been doing it already but what
you see is that among festivals,
press and audiences, this is a
positive moment for female
filmmakers.”
The widely respected Australian
producer Jan Chapman (best known
for her work with Jane Campion)
has been “ambassador” for the
Sydney programme for the past
three years and is considered one of
the best connected figures in the
Australian film industry.
Chapman (whose credits include
Palme D’Or and Oscar winner The
Piano) was on hand to meet the
European filmmakers and to help
them hook up with local producers
and distributors. “If I want to do
something in Australia, I can easily
reach out to her and try to make
something happen,” says
Bosklopper. The leading Dutch
producer adds how she underlined
to several of the European directors
that she would be very willing to
co-produce their future films, such
was the level of talent among the
Voices of Women group. GM
Dutch director Nanouk Leopold who presented
her film Cobain in Sydney
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Scaling the Great Wall
EYE, the Netherlands Film
Commission and the Film Fund
attended June’s Shanghai Inter
national Film Festival (SIFF),
both to underline commitment to
cultural exchange and to source
future commercial opportunities.
A core element of SIFF activity was
the signing of the Belt and Road
International Film Festival Alliance,
designed to create a favourable
landscape for cultural exchange
between China and the signatory
territories through the medium of
film. EYE International Head
Marten Rabarts was there to
represent The Netherlands.
“The Alliance isn’t about the
commerce of cinema, it’s about the
cultural exchange that cinema
makes possible,” Rabarts
underlines. “For EYE it is an
exciting new instrument to be part
of, connecting with festivals and
audiences in China. But at the same
time it was very interesting to see
the new connections being made
between the signatory parties. That
is also part of the intention of the
alliance, very much to create a
network within the group of
signatory territories. From Nepal to
New Zealand, Ireland to India, we
were connecting in a new way under
the umbrella of the Belt and Road
programme in Shanghai.”
“It complements the work that the
Fund and the Commission have
been doing, building business
relationships with China,” he adds.
The Netherlands Film Commission

was one of 11 European commis
sions at the SIFF market, attending
under the aegis of the European
Film Commissioners Network. “We
understand, coming back each year,
that there is growing trust between
China and The Netherlands, and
with the other European countries.
This year brought excellent
meetings with leading producers in
both Shanghai and Beijing. It gave
us insight into how the Chinese
produce and finance their films and
the increasing demand among
Chinese producers to film outside
China,” says Film Commissioner
Bas van der Ree.
After back to back meetings in
Shanghai, how soon will Van der
Ree be welcoming Chinese produc
tion crews to the endless skies and
waters of the Lowlands, or the
country’s docklands. “It is not like
we are selling cars. We can’t put a
number on this yet, but we are
building access to China, and
people know about us, and they
know how to reach us. In three to
five years I am very confident that
this will happen, and many Chinese
productions will be shooting in
The Netherlands, making use of
the facilities, the locations and
Incentive.”
The Netherlands Film Fund’s
International Consultant Ellis
Driessen was in China to further
relations with the Chinese industry,
focussing mainly on children and
animation films. Chinese exhibition
outlets are desperate for excellent
product from this sector, Driessen

notes, and this is something the
Dutch can supply in abundance, as
evidenced by the recent sale to
China of Lemming Film’s My
Giraffe (see Short Cuts, page 35).
Driessen was also there to prepare
the ground for a future conference in
Beijing between Chinese and Dutch
professionals from the family
entertainment industries, which will
entail panels on policy, key notes on
production and distribution and B2B
meetings between producers, writers
and directors. “The Foreign Office
has made monies available for a
joint initiative of the Dutch Embassy
in Beijing, the Literature Fund and
the Film Fund.”
Meanwhile, support has been
approved for the participation of
two Dutch children film/animation
producers (to be named) in the
upcoming Bridging the Dragon’s
Sino-European project lab, which
commences mid-November in
Beijing and concludes early 2019 in
Europe. The event comprises an
immersive workshop and thinktank for projects suitable for SinoEuropean co-production.

“For EYE the Belt and
Road alliance is an
exciting new instrument
to be part of”

Back in Shanghai, a number of
Dutch films were screened at the
festival, including the new SIFF Belt
and Road sidebar selection of
Craving by Saskia Diesing. “In
addition to which The Long Season
by Leonard Retel Helmrich won
SIFF best documentary, which was
another huge highlight for us,”
concludes EYE’s Rabarts. NC
The Long Season
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Director & script: Leonard Retel Helmrich
Production: Pieter van Huystee Film (NL)
Sales: Films Transit

Virtual brilliance

Alejandro González Iñárritu

© Legendary Photo: Chachi Ramirez

EYE Xtended
Carne y Arena Alejandro González Iñárritu

Alejandro González Iñárritu’s
remarkable Academy-award
winning VR and installation
Carne y Arena (Virtually Present,
Physically Invisible), came to
Amsterdam June to August 2018
as part of EYE’s groundbreaking Xtended programme.
The work demonstrates the full
potential of VR in telling a
poignant story of human
suffering and the desperate will
to survive.
Based on true accounts of Central
American and Mexican migrants
trying to enter the US, Carne y Arena
is a six and a half minute single user
VR that allows individuals to walk in
a vast space and thoroughly
experience a fragment of the
refugees’ personal journeys.

© Legendary, Photo: Chachi Ramirez

“VR is all that cinema is
not, and vice versa…”
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The interactive story, as it unfolds,
is short, simple and linear, but no
less effective for that. A group of
migrants processing across a desert
are intercepted by a military force
deploying air- and ground forces to
effect their capture. For the
participant the experience is
visceral, and further enhanced by
our physical immersion into the
mise-en-scène. The sand beneath

your feet is real, as is the wind that
blows into your face. The 360 degree
world we temporarily inhabit
enables us to kneel and look into
the faces of the exhausted travellers
or, if we are so willing, stare down
the barrel of a soldier’s gun. We
know that all these people - refugees
and soldiers alike - have a beating
heart, because as we pass through
each human avatar we see, hear and
feel their red, pulsating muscle.
“By adapting the events experienced
by one or many of the immigrants
during their journeys across the
border and adding specific details
described by them, I wrote and
staged a scene creating a multinarrative space that integrates many
of them in what could be called a
semi-fictionalized ethnography,”
director Iñárritu explains at the
beginning of the experience, by way
of printed notice in one of the
installation’s early rooms.
Before we enter the VR (one at a
time), we wait in a chilly room,
reminiscent of a detention centre,
accompanied only by the battered
and ripped shoes of the migrants
who have undertaken the journey
across the Mexican desert in the
past. The experience concludes with
the tales of the migrants who made
the journey, often terrible and
heart-breaking but always imbued
with hope and coloured by a
survivor’s instinct.
At the same time Iñárritu is
exploring the potential for this new
way of story-telling, determining its
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boundaries and the assessing the
resulting user experience. “I took
some creative risks, walking into
never before visited layers, and
learned many lessons. While both
are audiovisual, VR is all that
cinema is not, and vice versa. The
frame is gone and the twodimensional limits are dissolved…
During this realistically unreal
experience, our brain wires and
most of our senses were tested,” he
avers.
“My intention was to experiment
with VR technology to explore the
human condition in an attempt to
break the dictatorship of the frame,
within which things are just
observed, and claim the space to
allow the visitor to go through a
direct experience walking in the
immigrants’ feet, under their skin,
and into their hearts,” he adds.
The Academy Award citation for
Carne y Arena hailed the project as
“a creative breakthrough in the still
emerging form of virtual reality. It
viscerally connects us to the hotbutton political and social realities
of the US-Mexico border.”
EYE is the first museum to offer a
multi-annual programme devoted
to virtual reality as a cinematic art
form, and the future presentations
will include work of Laurie
Anderson, Marina Abramović and
Tsai Ming-liang.

Sound and Visionary

From mid-September to early
December, Ikeda’s imagery will be
projected onto the walls and floors
of the EYE museum. They are
mostly in black and white, some
times with a little bit of red thrown
in. Sound is always present too.
Ikeda doesn’t like barriers. He
keeps the space as open as possible.
“He works always with data, the
flood of data that surrounds us all
the time,” Marente Bloemheuvel,
Associate Curator at EYE, says of the
Japanese artist’s approach. His
sources of inspiration include the
human genome project which maps
the DNA of the human body, highlevel astronomical analysis of star
systems or molecular structures. In
other words, he is not the type of
artist who sits by the riverbank, paint
ing watercolours of pretty sunsets.

The viewer steps into a
fascinating world with
a sea of data that is
overwhelming
The show includes older work and
new pieces specially made for EYE.
Both are equally mind bending.
Sound and image are always
combined in a startling way.

As you would expect from someone
who puts data analysis at the centre
of his work and was recently
resident artist at CERN, he knows
his science. However, Bloemheuvel
also points to a new lyricism in his
recent work.
Ikeda moves in this work from “the
very small to the very large.” He makes
visualisations of the tiniest, most
microscopic elements in nature but
also of huge cosmic phenomena. He
has an alchemical genius for trans
lating complex scientific formulae
into pure sound and image.
To an outsider, the art may sound
forbidding. Bloemheuvel, though, is
quick to reassure anyone planning
to visit the exhibition that they don’t
need to be physicists to appreciate
or enjoy it. “The viewer steps into a
fascinating world with a sea of data
that is overwhelming,” the curator
says. Science and arts lovers should
both be intrigued by him. Kids will
enjoy interacting with the pieces.
One new work Ikeda has created for
Amsterdam features a black circle
(representing the black hole at the
heart of the universe) on the wall. It
is full of data. On the other side of
the wall, there is a powerful white
light. The colour temperature of this
light approaches that of the sun. “It
is a very intense lamp, as used on
film sets. Both projections cancel
each other out and create an intense
experience of light and tempera
ture,” the curator explains.
Ikeda began his career as a sound
artist working in electronic music

EYE Exhibition
Ryoji Ikeda

and later worked with radical
theatre collective, Dumb Type,
in Kyoto. One of his defining traits
as an artist is his absolute
perfectionism.
EYE’s curators have been following
Ikeda for a considerable period. They
see the new show as a natural
successor to one they held show
casing the work of GermanAmerican abstract animator, Oskar
Fischinger (1900-1967) who
embraced sound and light in an
equally ground-breaking way in the
1920s and 1930s. Ikeda is an admirer
of Fischinger and was delighted
when EYE approached him.
However, don’t expect him to give
many talks or to speak to the press.
The Paris and Kyoto-based artist is a
self-effacing figure who tends to
allow his work to speak for itself.
When he gives a concert, he won’t
speak to the audience. He gives his
show, comes on the stage at the end
and bows – and that is it.
Nonetheless, he is a bit of a
showman. He dresses in black,
wears sunglasses (even indoors) and
has the aura of a modern-day
necromancer.
“He is a very, very sympathetic
person, very enthusiastic. It is really
inspiring to work with him,
especially because of his enormous
knowledge and wide-ranging
interest,” Bloemheuvel says. “Ikeda
lets his work speak for itself, and as
you will find out, the way it speaks
out, is mindblowing, sublime.”

© Ryoji Ikeda Courtesy of Shanghai 21st Century Minsheng Museum

Adventurous Japanese artist
Ryoji Ikeda, subject of a major
new exhibition at EYE, always
tailors his work very carefully to
the space in which it is shown,
writes Geoffrey Macnab.

15 Sept - 2 Dec 2018

Ryoji Ikeda’s ‘Radar’ from the ‘Cosmos’ exhibition
at the Shanghai 21st Century Minsheng Art Museum, 2014
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Dutch industry news

Short Cuts

Den Hamer
to light up
Lumière
EYE director Sandra den Hamer will
give the keynote at the 10th Lumiére
Festival (October 16-19), run by
Cannes chief Thierry Fremaux. Her
address will take the form of an
interview with Gérald Duchaussoy,
who was co-responsible (with
Fremaux) for the selection of the
restored version George Sluizer’s
João for Cannes Classic 2018.
The questions to Den Hamer will be
wide-ranging, but the core theme will
be that of injecting new life into
cinematic heritage across a multi
plicity of platforms, and the marketing
necessary to generate new audiences,
both public and professional.
Duchaussoy’s own assessment of EYE
and Den Hamer’s work is highly
complimentary: “EYE embodies today
a plural and precursory vision of the
role of Cinematheque and Institute of
Cinema, located in an emblematic
designed building of international
influence… positioning Holland at the
forefront of the European scene in
terms of production, promotion,
preservation and cinematographic
innovation.”

Minority Report
Additional Dutch minority
co-productions at the Toronto
International Film Festival include
three films in Contemporary World
Cinema.
These are Belgian Koen Mortier’s
Angel, co-produced by Graniet Film,
Sergei Loznitsa’s Donbass (opening
film Un Certain Regard 2018.
Co-prods: Graniet Film and Wild at
Art) and the Finnish teen drama
Stupid Young Heart by Selma Vilhunen
(Dutch co-prod: Windmill Film).
Argentinian filmmaker Benjamin
Naishtat’s Rojo, world-premiering in
Platform section, is co-produced by
Marleen Slot’s Viking Film. The
production is supported by NFF + HBF.
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In Discovery section is Dominga
Sotomayor’s Too Late to Die Young
(see page 10. Co-prod: Circe Films) and
the South African film Rafiki by
Wanuri Kahiu, selected for Un Certain
Regard, co-produced by Rinkel Film.
Danish feature doc Heartbound by
Janus Metz and Sine Plambech
(co-produced by BALDR Film) world
premieres in TIFF Docs, as does
Naziha Arebi’s debut feature Freedom
Fields (supported by Bertha Fund).
Emma Swaef and Marc James Roels’
animated tale of colonialism This
Magnificent Cake! (Belg) is selected
for Short Cuts. The film is co-produced
by Dutch animation house Pedri
Animation.

The successful Dutch children’s film
My Giraffe will receive a theatrical
release in China before year-end. The
film, which premiered at Berlinale
Generation K-Plus, has already been
sold by Attraction Entertainment to
more than a dozen countries with
more deals pending. Dutch theatrical
business has been brisk with over
260,000 admissions, making it the
second-highest grossing home-grown
film in 2017.
“We are extremely happy that My
Giraffe will be released in China,”
comments producer Erik Glijnis of
Lemming Film. “Our CEO Leontine
Petit has a special bond with China as
chair of the Bridging the Dragon
organisation, and has been trying to
get European films into China over the
past few years and to get Chinese films
more into Europe, and to start a
collaboration. I think it is important to
be able to see films from, and sell films
to, each other in order that we have a
common ground to start working
from. In professional terms [the
release of My Giraffe] is very
interesting….I know that China buys
less than 100 foreign films per year,
and that includes Hollywood, so we are
very proud at Lemming that we were
able to enter the Chinese market.”

Plugging the Gap
The Venice Gap-Financing Market has
selected three Dutch projects looking
to close finance during its fifth edition
running August 31 - September 2 2018
Lemming Film’s Do Not Hesitate is the
second feature film by director Shariff
Korver (1982, Venezuela).
Co-producers so far on board are A
Private View (Belgium) and Diafragma
(Colombia). After the sudden
disappearance of their superior, three
young soldiers are left to guard a
© Alex Wuijts

China sticks
its neck out for
My Giraffe

military vehicle by themselves. As their
situation and the scorching desert
heat renders them increasingly
disconnected from reality, an
encounter with a local boy escalates
into a fight that will mark their lives
forever.
Submarine Channel’s Corine Meijers
will represent the VR project The
Imaginary Friend by Steye Hallema,
who directed the ground-breaking VR
Ashes to Ashes. The project is currently
co-partnered with the Immersive
Storytelling Studio of London’s
National Theatre. The Imaginary
Friend tells the story of an 8-year-old
boy with an extremely vivid
imagination. He has a friend: you. He
tries desperately to convince his peers
and parents that you exist. Because he
is not crazy, is he?
Volya Films is partnering with main
producer Frakas Productions
(Belgium) on Banu Akseki’s fictional
feature debut Sans Soleil. While solar
eruptions threaten the earth, Cyril, a
teenager adopted by a wealthy couple,
crosses the path of a woman who looks
like his birthmother Lea, reappearing
after almost 10 years of absence. This
marginal, excessive and fantasized
character will upset the foundations of
his personality.

Shariff Korver
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Jonas Smulders
Star of Michiel van Erp’s Netherlands Film
Festival opener Open Seas, Jonas Smulders was
the Dutch Shooting Star at Berlinale 2018. In
2015 he received a Best Actor Golden Calf for his
lead role in Mees Peijnenburg’s We Will Never
be Royals.

© Bram van Woudenberg

Jonas is represented by Dutch
agency nummer19 management.
www.nummer19.nl

